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Abstract

The insider threat remains one of the most serious challenges to computer security. An insider at-
tack occurs when an authorized user misuses his privileges and causes damages to the organization.
Deception techniques have served as a common solution to insider threat detection, and several tech-
niques, such as approaches based on honey entities, have been proposed. On the other hand, access
control systems lack the ability to detect insider threats. In this paper, we focus on integrating decep-
tion into the role-based access control (RBAC) model, which is one of the most widely used access
control models. We introduce the notion of “honey permission” and use it to extend RBAC to help
in insider threat detection. We define honey permissions as permissions that exceed the authorized
access, and are assigned to a subset of roles known as “candidate roles”. Objects included in honey
permissions are fake versions of sensitive objects that are enticing for malicious users. In this way, an
attempt to access sensitive resources by unauthorized users would be detected. We extend the RBAC
model by adding honey permissions, indicating candidate roles, and adding a monitoring unit which
monitors the sessions in which the owners of the sessions activate a subset of candidate roles and
have access to an object through a honey permission. We propose an algorithm to select candidate
roles and assign honey permissions to them. Furthermore, we provide security analysis and consider
the overhead that would be added to the RBAC system for evaluation.
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1 Introduction

Threats from the inside of an organization are a significant problem, since it is difficult to distinguish
them from benign activities. This “insider threat” has received significant attention and is considered
one of the most serious security problems [21]. It is also seen as the most difficult problem to deal
with, because insiders often have information and capabilities unknown to external attackers, and as a
consequence, can cause serious damages. There is not a single agreed upon definition of insider threat.
In 2008, a cross-disciplinary workshop on “Countering Insider Threats” concluded that “an insider is a
person that has been legitimately empowered with the right to access, represent, or decide about one or
more assets of the organization’s structure” [5]. Little is known about the insider threat, and the threat
of insider activities continues to be of paramount concern to both the public and private sectors [12].
A report recently produced by the security management company “AlgoSec” found that a significant
proportion of security professionals view insider threats as their greatest organizational risk [1].

The insider threat has been the subject of extensive studies, and many approaches from technical
and behavioral perspective to psychological perspective have been proposed to detect or mitigate insider
threat. Most researches haves been done on how to prevent unauthorized and illegitimate access to
systems and information, however, most damaging threats are due to internal misuses. In order to form
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a clearer definition of insider threats, we distinguish between two types of threats: Masqueraders and
Traitors. Masqueraders are illegitimate users who impersonate legitimate users. One standard solution
for detection of masqueraders includes anomaly-based IDSs, which try to model normal behavior and
detect deviation from that model [18]. Traitors are legitimate users who misuse their privileges to perform
an attack. In this paper, we consider insiders as traitors. We note that some outsiders can also become
insiders when they obtain internal network access using spy-ware and root-kits [7]. However, our focus
is on employees attempting to misuse sensitive information.

The classic and common strategy for preventing insider threats includes access control techniques.
These techniques confine the scope of system and information access for any user. In this way, damage
from insider threats will diminish. Access control models, such as those proposed by Bell-Lapadula [4]
and Clarck-Wilson [9], attempt to limit access to organization resources, but do not provide an explicit
solution to the insider threat problem. Although prevention techniques act as a helpful strategy to pro-
tect systems and information, they may not always succeed. For this reason, monitoring and detection
techniques are required as a second security layer if prevention fails.

Deception has always been a means of detecting or thwarting spying. In particular, the use of decoys
(realistic but fake objects) to divert or detect attacks has been proven as a powerful technique. Various
deception techniques have been used in computer security to bait attackers with digital decoys like com-
puter files. Decoys, often referred to as honey in computer security, are powerful tools for compromise
detection [10]. Honeypots, computer systems deployed to lure attackers, are the best-known example.
Many varieties of honey systems have been introduced in the literature, such as honey files, documents,
tokens, words, and encryption. We review these techniques in the Related Work section.

We introduce the term “honey permission” and use it to extend RBAC to help in insider threat de-
tection. Honey permissions are permissions that exceed the authorized responsibilities associated with
a given role (e.g., access to financial documents for an IT administrator). We focus on RBAC [26], be-
cause it is the most widely-used model for advanced access control in diverse enterprises of all sizes, due
to its ease of administration and economic benefits. In RBAC, roles represent functions within a given
organization. Access permissions are associated with roles instead of users. Users can activate a subset
of authorized roles and easily acquire all their permissions.

In RBAC, permission is composed of an object and an operation. The object represents a resource
of the system, such as a file, and the operation corresponds to the action that a user can perform on the
object, such as read, and write. Since objects are targets of any insider threat, objects included in honey
permissions must not be real objects otherwise the system will bear further damages. We assume if a
user attempts to access sensitive resources through a honey permission, he could be a potential insider.
This then sets off an alarm in the system.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that integrates deception into the access control
for insider threat detection. The contributions of this paper include:

• Introducing the notion of honey permission and extending RBAC model for insider threat detection

• Proposing an algorithm that determines:

– candidate permissions for honey permissions based on their risk

– candidate roles for honey permissions assignment based on their level of access to system
resources

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the background knowledge about
RBAC. Section 3 describes our proposed approach, which is then analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5,
we discuss related work. In Section 6, we conclude the paper and discuss future work.
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2 Overview of RBAC

We focus on the NIST RBAC model [26], due to its benefits and ease of administration. RBAC serves
as a combination of discretionary and mandatory access control models, which supports organization or
user specific requirements [23] [31].

The standard RBAC is organized into two parts: Reference Model and Functional Specifications.
The RBAC reference model involves three model components: Core RBAC, Hierarchical RBAC, and
Constrained RBAC. Core RBAC includes six basic elements: users (U), roles (R), objects (OBS), op-
erations (OPS), permissions (P) and sessions (S). Roles are a special element of RBAC because they
facilitate administrative functions and provide economic benefits for organizations.

In RBAC, permissions are assigned to roles (permission assignment relations), and users are also
assigned to roles (user assignment relations). User-role assignment could be done based on trust measure
[33]. Roles work as a means to map relationships among users and permissions. Each session is a
mapping between a user and an activated subset of authorized roles for that user. Users need to activate
a role to obtain its associated permissions in a session. To be more specific, a user establishes a session
in which he activates some subset of authorized roles. Each session is associated with a single user, and
each user could be associated with one or more sessions.

Role hierarchies, as a key concept of RBAC, define an inheritance relationship among roles. Role r1
inherits role r2 if all permissions of r2 are also permissions of r1 [25].

Constrained RBAC includes Separation of Duty (SoD) relations. SoD prevents granting two or more
conflicting roles to a user. There are several approach to improve separation of duty relations such as
using fuzzy relations [32]

Our current approach focuses on Core RBAC and aims to integrate an insider threat detection frame-
work in the standard RBAC in a transparent way so that it can be applied in a border domain. Incorpo-
rating this idea in RBAC would add more security to the organization. We name the extended model as
Insider Threat Detection Enabled Role-based Access Control (ITD-RBAC) model. A formal definition
for standard RBAC model is as follows:

• UA: User Assignment ⊆U×R

• PA: Permission Assignment ⊆ P×R

• U−S: user-sessions (u : U)→ 2S

• S−R: session-roles (s : S)→ 2R

• P : 2OPS×OBS, the set of permissions

• Op(p) : (p ∈ P)→ Op ∈ OPS, returns the operation included in permission p

• Ob(p) : (p ∈ P)→ Ob ∈ OBS, returns the object included in permission p

Our definitions of Functional Specifications for ITD-RBAC are based on those already defined in
standard RBAC model [26]. Briefly, the Functional Specifications include administrative functions for
creation and maintenance of RBAC elements and relations, review functions for performing adminis-
trative queries, and supporting system functions for creating and managing RBAC attributes on user
sessions and making access control decisions.
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3 Proposed Approach

We extend the RBAC model by adding honey permissions, indicating candidate roles, and adding a
monitoring unit for insider threat detection. To integrate honey permissions into the system, we focus
on the permission assignment relations in the RBAC model. Honey permissions are members of the
permissions set associated with a role. The proposed system requirements are as follows:

1. Honey permissions should satisfy these features:

(a) Permissions with higher risk value are better candidates to be considered for honey permis-
sions (As we will show in section 3.3, permissions including more sensitive objects have
higher risk value).

(b) If a potential insider misuses the honey permission(s), it may cause damage to the system.
So, the system should be able to detect suspicious activities of insiders by using the fake
version of real objects (honey objects).

(c) Honey objects must be enticing for potential insiders. Sensitive objects are good candidates
for honey objects (As we will show in section 3.1, if sensitive objects are misused the system
will bear more damage). The sensitivity level of objects is usually determined by owner of
the objects.

2. The system should be able to determine the risk associated with permissions.

3. The system should be able to specify a set of roles as candidate roles for honey permissions.
Assigning honey permissions to all the roles is not efficient and may add too much overhead to ad-
ministrative operations. Therefore, there should be thresholds for number of the honey permissions
introduced to the system as well as the number of the candidate roles.

4. It should be possible to perform privilege escalation.

5. If honey permissions are misused an alarm should be generated for insider threat detection.

We extend the RBAC model by adding the following concepts in order to have a new framework for
insider threat detection:

• Assigning a value to each object that shows the sensitivity level of the object

• Assigning a value to each permission that shows the risk of the permission

• Assigning a value to each role that shows the risk of the role

• A threshold on risk value that determines which permissions are appropriate for honey permissions

• A threshold determines number of candidate roles for honey permission assignment

For definition of the ITD-RBAC model, we add the following concepts to the standard RBAC definition:

• Candidate Role (Rc) ·

• Honey Permission (HP)

• Honey Permission Assignment relation (HPA).

• Insider Threat Detection Policy (IT D−Policy)
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We assume that a honey permission is assigned to a role if (1) that role is one of the candidate
roles; (2) its risk value is more than the threshold value; (3) its risk value is more than the risk value of
associated role. The number of honey permissions assigned to each candidate role is an administrative
parameter and regarding system configuration, it varies in different RBAC applications. For the sake
of Indistinguishability the number of honey permission assignment relations should be very less than
number of regular permission assignment. It means honey permissions must not be distinguishable
from regular permissions assigned to a role otherwise potential insiders will refuse requesting honey
permissions.

Our approach aims to detect if a user is misusing a honey permission. Therefore, we focus on
supporting system functions from Functional Specifications part of RBAC that are required for session
management and making access control decisions. An overview of supporting system functions is given
below:

• CreateSession: Creates a user session and provides the user with a default set of active roles.

• AddActiveRole: Adds a role as an active role for the current session.

• DropActiveRole: Deletes a role from the active role set for the current session.

• CheckAccess: Determines if the session user has permission to perform the requested operation on
an object.

The key extensions of our model focus on access decisions. Thus, we redefine the CheckAccess
function. CheckAccess is the authorization decision making function which describes how a decision is
made within RBAC model by taking as inputs the current session, the requested operation and the target
object. This function returns a Boolean value i.e. true or false.

CheckAccess: S×OPS×OBS→ BOOLEAN Value
CheckAccess(s,op,ob) = (∃r ∈ R : r ∈ S−R(s)

∧
((op,ob),r) ∈ PA)

In general, CheckAccess function returns a Boolean value, meaning whether the user of a given
session is allowed to perform a given operation on a given object or not. The function is valid if and only
if the session identifier is a member of the S data-set, the object is a member of the OBS data-set, and the
operation is a member of the OPS data-set. User of a session has permission to perform the operation on
that object if and only if that permission is assigned to (at least) one of the active roles of that session.

Otherwise, AddActiveRole function will be executed. This function adds a role as an active role, if
the requested permission belongs to that role and if user of the session is assigned to that role. When
a role is added to the session as an active role, all of its assigned permissions become available in the
session.

We do a slight modification in the CheckAccess function by adding a statement to check whether the
requested permission exists in the honey permission list or not. It means, if the requested permission
is assigned to (at least) one of the active roles of that session, it will also be checked against the honey
permission list.

Here, we modify the consequences of the results for the CheckAccess function. The formal definition
is as follows:

False→Deny access
True→Check if the access is through a honey permission or not and then allow access.
CheckHoneyPermission(r,op,ob) = (r ∈ Rc∧ (op,ob) ∈ HP∧ ((op,ob),r) ∈ HPA)
The CheckHoneyPermission statement checks if a role r has been defined as a candidate role and

the permission has been defined as a honey permission and r has been allocated the honey permission
to perform operation op on object ob. If such a value exists, the function returns true, otherwise false.
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Figure 1: Core RBAC Elements

If it returns true then the monitoring module will be activated and will monitor the object access in that
session. After activation of the monitoring module, an alert will be set off based on ITD-Policy.

Generating an alarm immediately after requesting access to honey permission is not acceptable and
may cause too many false positive. For example, opening the honey files would not be a good measure
for the insider detection. Because users may open such files accidentally. ITD-Policy determines the
right time for alarm setting.

ITD-Policy: If honey permission violates the confidentially of a honey object, both opening and
spending time on it should be considered. Also, if files are taken away from the organization, it would
be a sign of malicious activity. To detect manipulation of objects in need of integrity protection, opening
and writing to these objects is considered malicious activity.

Figure 1 shows the extended Core RBAC elements that sessions are surrounded by monitoring mod-
ule.

The process flowchart for the IT D−RBAC model is shown in Figure 2. ApplicationService provides
an interface through which the user can log-in into the host environment. After logging, he can request
for an access to the object. The AuthenticationService validates the user’s credentials. If the user is not
authorized, it denies access to enter the system otherwise he starts Session. The RBAC Policy Check
will identify the roles of the user in that session. If the user has a role that is authorized to access the
object, the request access is checked through honey permission list and then operation on the object is
performed in the host environment. If conditions of CheckHoneyPermission statement are satisfied, then
the access for operation on the honey object is granted and the user operation on the honey object is
monitored. Otherwise, access request is denied. Monitoring module will do a security check on user
behavior log based on IT D−Policy in specific time intervals. If the conditions for generating alert are
satisfied then the system will set off an alert to the system admin and user session will be terminated.
The time interval is defined by system admin (e.g. every 15 minutes IT D−Policy will be checked).
As shown in Figure 2 the only difference between process flow of ITD-RABC and regular RBAC is the
checking of an access request against the honey permissions list. If m shows the number of permissions
in the system (|P|= m), the overhead added in worst case is O(m). That means all the permissions exist
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Figure 2: Process Flow Chart of ITD-RBAC Model

in the honey permissions list.

3.1 Sensitivity of Objects

In RBAC, an object can be any system resource, such as: a file, printer, or database records [26]. The
purpose of any access control mechanism is to protect objects against loss of confidentiality, loss of
integrity, or loss of availability. Because objects are susceptible to different threats, depending on their
applications, different objects need different security requirements. For instance, some objects require
that their confidentiality be well protected, like medical records and password files. Other objects are
sensitive to alternations and need their integrity to remain intact, like network log files. Some objects
may be sensitive to both disclosure and alteration.

There are several classifications for data sensitivity. McLean classifies data as top secret, secret,
confidential, and unclassified [20]. In this paper, we assume that system resources are ordered based on
their sensitivity levels and are assigned a sensitivity value. More sensitive objects are more enticing for
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insiders.

3.2 Privilege Escalation

The type of operations is dependent on the type of system in which RBAC will be implemented. For
example, within a file system, read, write, and execute serve as operations. Within a database manage-
ment system, operations set includes insert, delete, append, and update. Regarding a file system, read
operation affects confidentiality, and write operation affects integrity. We use this notion for privilege
escalation in insider detection. Privilege escalation is defined in the following scenarios:

Scenario 1: within a file system, a network administrator role is authorized for permission (network
log file, read) and e.g. report malicious activities. If he acts as an insider, he may remove data related to
his ID from the log files, or he may add a new record (modifying the log file). While, writing in the log
file is not allowed for such a role.

Scenario 2: Password files within an operating system are not readable, but they are written through
password change or creating new accounts. Insider detection approach plants readable bogus password
files in the file system so that potential insiders can be identified. Privilege escalation provides elevated
access to sensitive objects for roles that are authorized to access those objects through another operation.

3.3 Risk of Permissions

Risk is a measure for determining the probability of occurrence of a hazardous situation and its conse-
quences. We define honey permissions based on their risk. Celikeletal. defined risk value of permissions
as the probability of occurrence multiplied by the financial loss of the event [8]. In other words, the risk
value of a permission p is the probability that is misused multiplied by the consequence damage cost.

In this paper, we look at risk of permissions from different viewpoint. Since in our extended RBAC
model honey permissions are directly assigned to the roles, the probability of occurrence would be 1. So,
we only consider damage cost to calculate the risk value of permissions.

risk(p) = ∑
xp∈MaliciousUsage

cost(xp) (1)

Malicious Usage is a set of possible events that can lead to a misuse of ob ject through operation and
cost(xp) is its associated cost [3].

Scenario 3: Consider a financial institution like a bank and permission p=(customer−accounts,read).
In order to calculate the risk of p, suppose the customer account file is confidential, and its leakage leads
to 40,000 dollar financial loss. According to system configuration, the probability of occurrence of the
event through honey permission is 1. So, risk value of the permission p is supposed to be 40,000 same
as damage cost.

In this paper, we consider permissions with high-risk value as the good candidates for honey permis-
sions. As long as permission has more risk value, it is more likely to be misused.

3.4 Candidate Roles

Our assumption is that the users assigned to roles involving high-risk permissions have a higher po-
tential of misusing their permissions and performing malicious activities. Scenario 4 exemplifies this
assumption:

Scenario 4: Considering the role structure for a bank, employees work as members of the “em-
ployee” role. Above this role may be roles such as “department manager” and “accountant” which
inherit all permissions of the “employee” role in addition to their direct assigned permissions. Above
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“department manager” could be “saving manager”, “loan manager” and so on. Therefore, if a role is
placed in top levels of a role hierarchy, it includes not only its direct permissions, but also permissions
from its descendants.

Indeed, direct-assigned permissions have more risk value than those inherited from role hierarchy.
Therefore, roles located at the top level of role hierarchy are more likely to obtain honey permissions. In
our approach, honey permissions are mostly assigned to roles involving high-risk permissions to detect
if they misuse their privileges.

We also consider a risk value for each role based on its authorized permissions to determine candidate
roles. The risk of a role is a function of the risk of permissions that can be accessed through that role
[3]. In this paper, we utilize Root Mean Square (RMS) measure to calculate the risk associated with
each role. The average of the risk of permissions is not a good measure to represent the risk of the role,
because, in cases that a role owns a few permissions with high-risk values and several permissions with
low or medium risk values, the average would be low. Also, the maximum risk value of permissions
assigning to a role is not a precise representative for risk of that role. If a role (r1) has only one or a
few high-risk permissions and many low-risk permissions, then risk of the role, based on maximum risk
value of permissions, will be high. On the other hand, suppose all or most of the permissions in another
role (r2) have average-risk and high-risk, but maximum risk value of r2 is less than maximum risk value
of r1. So, the risk of r1 is larger than the risk of r2 when r2 has access to more high-risk permissions.

RMS is a statistical measurement of the magnitude of varying quantity [19]. In the case of a set of n
values {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}, the RMS is calculated using equation 2:√

(x2
1 + x2

2 + ...+ x2
n)/n (2)

For example, role r involves four permissions p1, p2, p3, and p4 with risk values of 80, 10, 20, and
25. The average of risk values is 33.75, while RMS is 43.37.

According to the configuration of the system, algorithm 1 selects k roles with the highest risk value
among existing roles as the candidate roles for assigning honey permissions.

3.5 Honey Permission Assignment Algorithm

In this section, we propose an algorithm that describes how honey permissions are assigned to candidate
roles. Risks are assigned based on the damage cost, in case permissions are misused. In this paper,
misusing a permission means having access to objects that users are not authorized for based on RBAC
rules.

We define a threshold for the risk of honey permissions. If risk of any permission is more than the
threshold, it will be considered as a honey permission. The algorithm will replace its objects with a fake
object and then add it to honey permissions set (lines 2 to 5).

After that, the algorithm calculates risk of roles to select candidate roles. This calculation is based
on equation 2 (RMS) using risk value of permissions associated with a role. We also define a threshold
for the risk of candidate roles, and if risk value of a role is more than the threshold, it will be added to
candidate roles set (line 6 to 8).

For each role in the candidate roles set, honey permissions with the risk greater than risk of the role
are assigned to the candidate role. Also, numbers of users that are authorized for each candidate role are
counted (lines 9 to 13). Number of users is a measure to evaluate how many users have access to honey
permissions. We suppose, if the monitoring module can monitor more sessions of the users, then more
potential insiders are monitored based on their access requests, thereby increasing the detection rate.

The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm depends on the number of candidate roles
and the number of honey permissions to be assigned to each candidate role. The number of candidate
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Algorithm 1 Honey Permission Assignment
Require: P(r): returns permissions assigned to role r

U(r): returns users assigned to role r
Uinsider: set of users authorized for honey permissions= null
Create− f ake(Ob(p)): create a fake version of the object included in permission p
Risk−{role}(r): returns risk value of role r
Risk−{permission}(p): returns risk value of permission p
θp: threshold for risk value of permissions
θr: threshold for risk value of roles
k: number of honey permissions assigned to each candidate role

1: for all p ∈ P do
2: if Risk−{permission}(p)≥ θp then
3: o′ =Create− f ake(Ob(p))
4: hp = {o′,Op(p)}
5: HP = HP+hp
6: end if
7: end for
8: for all r ∈ R do
9: if Risk−{role}(r)≥ θr then

10: Rc = Rc + r
11: end if
12: end for
13: for all r ∈ Rc do
14: Assign k number of honey permission to r
15: if Risk−{permission}(hp)> Risk−{role}(r) then
16: P(r) = P(r)+hp
17: Uinsider =Uinsider + |U(r)|
18: end if
19: end for

roles in the worst case equals the number of roles in the system (n). If we define m number of honey per-
missions, in the worst case, all honey permissions are assigned to each candidate role, so the cost would
be O(n×m). Honey permission assignment is part of administrative functions. Therefore, we should
define a new administrative function named “GrantHoneyPermission” in which Algorithm 1 should be
executed.

4 Evaluation and Security Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach by performing experiments to analyze the overhead
introduced to the system. We also provide a security analysis of the proposed approach.

4.1 Evaluation and Experimental Results

A big challenge in evaluating insider threat detection approaches is that no standard metrics or methods
exist for measuring success in reducing insider threats [13]. Another challenge is the lack of appropriate
data and “ground truth” for evaluating detection performance. These challenges are exacerbated by
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the large degree of overlap between observable or measurable behaviors associated with normal versus
malicious activities. To evaluate effectiveness of the proposed approach, we focus on the overhead it
introduces to an RBAC system instead of accuracy of insider detection. The reason for this is that in
our proposed ITD-RBAC, detection rate depends on how well the honey permissions are defined and
assuming they are defined properly, based on ITD-Policy, if a user misuses his honey permissions he will
be detected as a potential insider. Therefore, we analyze the overhead and complexity of the extended
RBAC model.

Our goal is to integrate honey permissions in RBAC in the most efficient way and with minimum
effort and minimum overhead introduced to the system. To evaluate the proposed approach, we need to
have a measure to calculate the overhead introduced into an RBAC system.

A standard RBAC state is defined as (R,UA,PA,RH). We define a new RBAC state that includes
honey permissions and its complexity shows the overhead introduced to the system. R, UA and PA
represent roles, user assignment relation and permission assignment relation respectively. RH ⊆ R×R is
a partial order over R, which is called role hierarchy.

A honey permission assignment is shown as (Rc,HP,HPA), where Rc is the set of candidate roles,
HP is the set of honey permissions, and HPA⊆ Rc×HP is the set of role-honey permission assignment
relation.

There are several metrics that could be used to measure the goodness of our proposed RBAC system
at detecting insiders with minimum effort. One approach would be to minimize the number of candidate
roles [34] [14]. Another approach would be to minimize the number of honey permission-role assignment
relations. Also, we can consider how to minimize the administration cost of the resulting RBAC model.

We use weighted structural complexity [22], which is the most general and most flexible measure for
goodness of an RBAC state.

Mollyetal. in [22] proposed the notion of weighted structural complexity (WSC) that sums up the
number of relationships in an RBAC state, with adjustable weights for different kinds of relationships.
The WSC of an RBAC state y, denoted as (y,W ), is computed based on equation 3:

wsc(y,W ) = wr×|R|+wu×|UA|+wp×|PA|+wh×|RH| (3)

Where | . | indicates the size of the set or relation.
In order to have a measure, we adopt the notion of WSC as a measurement of goodness of an RBAC

state. It can cover other measures and considers how many honey permissions are introduced to the
system, how many candidate roles are selected, and number of honey permission assignments among
other items.

In our approach, R, UA, and RH are invariant in comparison to standard RBAC, so we only need to
evaluate the new RBAC state using varying parameters. We do not add any new role to the system; we
select some of the existing roles as candidate role; looking at original WSC, we only need to evaluate
HP and HPA for ITD-RBAC.

The WSC in ITD-RBAC is formally defined as follows:
Definition 1. Given W =<Whp,Whpa >, where Whp, W pa represent weights of honey permissions

(HP), and honey permission assignment relations (HPA) respectively.

wsc′(y,W ) = whp×|HP|+whpa×|HPA| (4)

It is possible to adjust the weights of WSC to evaluate the complexity added by honey permission
assignment. We consider same weight for all parameters and calculate WSC for different number of
these parameters.
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4.1.1 Experimental Results

We perform experiments to calculate the WSC for the proposed ITD-RABC based on honey permissions
added to the system. To do that, we have implemented our proposed algorithm and use a data-set that has
previously been used in the literature. Ene at el. obtained two data-sets from Cisco firewalls (Americas
small and Americas large) that authenticate external users and provide them with limited network access
based on their user profiles [11]. We use “Americas Large” data-set to run the algorithm on it. The
data-set contains 404 roles, 3,485 users, 10,127 permissions, 3,965 user assignment relations, 85,508
permission assignment relations and number of role hierarchy relations is 266. The WSC for standard
RBAC is 404+3,965+85,508+266=90,143.

The risk assigned to each of the permissions is a random value in the interval [0,100], using uniform
distribution. Risk of roles is calculated using RMS formula (Equation 2).

Since we do not have any knowledge about the sensitivity of objects, risk values of permissions are
assigned randomly. Since the risk values of permissions are assigned randomly, the risk values of the
roles are random too. In the real world, however, roles that are placed at the top of role hierarchy are
authorized for higher-risk permissions.

As expected, the number of users that should be monitored increases when number of candidate roles
increases. Table 1 through 3 show the relation between WSC and number of monitored users. Therefore,
if we want to monitor more users for insider threat detection then the overhead introduced to the system
will increase.

Table 1: WSC for θp = 99
θr Rc |HP| |HPA| |Uinsider| WSC,w = {1,1}
80 3 127 30 5 157
70 7 127 70 12 197
60 66 127 660 208 787
55 335 127 3350 3431 3477
50 385 127 3850 3480 3977

Table 2: WSC for θp = 90
θr Rc |HP| |HPA| |Uinsider| WSC,w = {1,1}
80 3 977 30 5 1007
70 7 977 70 12 1047
60 66 977 660 208 1637
55 335 977 3350 3431 4327
50 385 977 3850 3480 4827

Table 3: WSC for θp = 85
θr Rc |HP| |HPA| |Uinsider| WSC,w = {1,1}
80 3 1527 30 5 1557
70 7 1527 70 12 1597
60 66 1527 660 208 2187
55 335 1527 3350 3431 4877
50 385 1527 3850 3480 5377
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Figure 3: The relationship between θr and WSC

Figure 4: The Percentage of Overhead Introduced by ITD-RBAC with Different Value of θr

Figure 3 shows the relation between θr and WSC. While θr decreases we will have more number
of candidate roles and more number of honey permission assignment relations subsequently, as a result,
WSC increases. When θp decreases there will be more number of honey permissions, as a result WSC
increases. As it is shown in figure 4, the overhead introduced by ITD-RBAC is negligible in comparison
with original RBAC’s WSC. It confirms the efficiency of our approach while it provides more security
in original RBAC by detecting insider threat.

4.2 Security Analysis

Ari Juels provided two properties for honey objects: Indistinguishability and secrecy [15]. In this section,
we extend notion of indistinguishability and secrecy for honey permissions. The following definition is
adopted from [15]:
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“Consider a simple system in which S = {s1, ...,sn} denotes a set of n objects of which one, s∗ = s j

for j ∈ {1, ...,n}, is the true object, while the other n−1 are honey objects.”
Regarding this definition, Ari Juels described these properties as follows:

1. Indistinguishability: From the attacker’s point of view, it must be hard to distinguish honey objects
from real objects. Formally, honey objects should be produced from a probability distribution
similar to the probability from which a real object s∗ was selected.

2. Secrecy: j should be secret. A system with honey objects can only deceive attackers who do not
know j, so j cannot be placed among S. based on Kercko f f ’s principle, the distinction between
honey objects and real objects must remain secret, not the fact of using honey objects.

In this paper, we propose an approach in which access control systems support honey systems. We
use the honey permissions to deceive insiders rather than focusing on honey objects. In our approach, for
a given role that is considered a candidate role, a list of n permissions (P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}) is stored. In
this list, p∗= p j is a honey permission, while for i 6= j is the authorized permission of the role. When a
user request to access to a specific permission in the system, the access request is checked against list P.
If p = pi for some i 6= j, then the access request proceeds normally. If, however, p is a honey permission,
p = p j, the monitoring module will monitor the user’s session.

Therefore, Indistinguishability means the inability of an insider to determine whether the permission
is assigned legitimately to a role or it is a honey permission. We assign honey permissions to candidate
roles based on their risk value. The more risk value the better honey permission. We assume the users
are aware of the risk value of permissions. If risk of permission p j is considerably more than risk values
of other permissions in list P (authorized ones), then p j does not satisfy Indistinguishability and can be
distinguished easily. Thus, Indistinguishability in this setting means that risk of p j and the authorized
permissions of the role are close. Also, number of honey permissions assigned to a candidate role should
be very less than number of authorized permissions; otherwise, the user can distinguish honey permission
with high probability.

Secrecy means the set of honey permissions should be secret. For example, we consider 127 honey
permissions for θp = 99 in the experiment. In a real-world system, the list of honey permissions is stored
in Policy Administration Point (PAP). This set should remain secret to insiders.

Bowen et al. enumerate some specific properties for honey objects that are used to entice insiders.
These features are believable, enticing, conspicuous, detectable, variability, non-interference, differen-
tiable [6]. Readers are referred to this paper for detail of each feature. In this paper, we assume that
honey objects used in honey permissions satisfying these properties.

5 Related Work

Deception technologies play a valuable role in insider detection. Almeshekah et al. present a model that
shows how to plan and integrate deception in computer security defenses [2].

The first use of decoys to catch insiders was introduced by Cli f f Stoll [30]. He created “bait” files,
which contained non-sensitive information and embedded alarms so that, if anyone accessed these files,
he would know. His work uses deceptive resources to attract and detect adversaries. These techniques
are commonly known as Honeypots.

There have been several research efforts for information gathering and detection of outsider attacks
using Honeypots [28]. Honeypots serve as fake systems for collecting information and understanding
how attackers behave. While honeypots have been utilized to detect malicious attackers, Spitzner dis-
cusses how honeypot technologies can be used to detect insider attacks [27]. He also introduces “honey
tokens” as fake medical records, credit card numbers, and credentials in [29].
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Yuill et al. introduce a “honey file” system by extending the notion of “honey tokens” to creating
bait files [36]. Their system works like an enhanced Network File Server. Any file in the system could
be a candidate for a “honey file”, and a record will associate a file-name to each user-id. The “honey file”
system monitors all file access and generates alarms if a user accesses the “honey files”. It is an intrusion
detection system that can detect attackers who are connected to the file server via network.

Most of the previous works focus on how to use bait files to detect insiders and rarely pay attention
to content or automatic creation of files. Bowen et al. introduce a set of properties for decoys to im-
prove their design and maximize the deception they provide for different insiders based on their level
of knowledge [6]. They present the D3 (Decoy Document Distributor) system that generates and stores
decoy documents on OS file system automatically. To detect when and where a specific decoy is opened,
stealthy beacons are watermarked in documents header to send a signal to a server. They evaluate their
approach on honeypots.

Most of the previous approaches for insider identification utilize forensic analysis after an attack,
rather than using technologies that prevent, detect, and deter insider attacks. Baracaldo et al. incorporate
the RBAC model with a risk-assessment process and the trust the system has in its users to prevent insider
attack [3].

Recently, several new techniques have been developed to deceive insiders and detect them before
irrecoverable damages. J. Voris et al. focus on foreign language decoy documents that contain enticing
proper nouns, such as company names, excited topics, or log-in information [35]. Such information is
untranslatable, so they are readable for users who are unfamiliar with that foreign language. Their goal
follows three main purposes: first, using a language that is not common in normal business practice; sec-
ond, the attacker will need to take away the document to translate it; third, authors consume adversarial
resources as attackers must still read the document and decide if it contains valuable information, since
it will be somewhat scrambled through translation.

Y.park et al. propose a software-based decoy system to deceive insiders who take away dedicated
source code. The system generates believable Java source code that appears to an adversary to be entirely
valuable software. So, bogus software is generated iteratively using code obfuscation techniques to
transform original software. Beacons are injected into the bogus software to detect the taking away; and,
if the decoy software is accessed, compiled, or executed, it will generate an alert [24].

Arie Juels also uses the problem of weak passwords to introduce a honey encryption (HE) technique
[16]. HE creates cipher texts that, decryption of them by an incorrect key or password, leads to a valid-
looking but bogus messages. Attackers then cannot recognize whether decryption has been successful or
not.

In another work, Arie Juels et al. suggest a method for increasing the security of hashed passwords
[17]. For this purpose, false passwords named “honey words” are maintained for every user account.
When an adversary achieves a hashed password file and inverts the hash function, he will not recognize
whether he has found the true password or a “honey word”. If he uses “honey word” to log in to the
system, then an alarm will be set off.

In summary, honeypots are the best known example of honey items. However, many types of honey
systems have been proposed, such as honey files, honey documents, honey tokens, honey encryption, and
honey words. In this paper, we introduced honey techniques in the RBAC access control model known
as honey permissions.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to detect insider threats by integrating deception techniques
into an access control model. Building on top of existing deception techniques using honey entities, we
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introduced notion of honey permission and extended the RBAC model to detect insider threats. In order
to prevent damages to the organization, we create fake versions of sensitive resources to be included in
honey permissions. We proposed algorithms to generate honey permissions based on their risk exposure
and assign them to candidate roles. We also performed experiments to evaluate the proposed algorithm.
Our results show that the proposed approach can detect insider threats with minimum effort and by
adding only a reasonable overhead to the RBAC model.

For future work, we plan to design a prototype for ITD-RBAC to show the usability of our approach.
We also plan to integrate honey permissions into other access control models, such as attribute based
access control model.
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